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Be Inspired - Get Engaged Make It Happen

Trends creating new consumer
needs, wants, and expectations.

Aspire NOT to be ‘perfect’, but rather
to explore, learn, and grow.
READ MORE >

ME

CONSUMER
TRENDS APP

Outward Expression

GET ENGAGED

ME
WE

Real world examples and
opportunities for your buisness.

Individuals take a mental pause to
create a more purposeful life and
express themselves in new hyperindividualized ways. Realizing there is
no perfect destination, consumers are

THE
WORLD

MAKE IT HAPPEN

Escapism

Not Minutes
Shape YourMoments,
Identity

Be one of the doers, shapers and
possible makers.

R EF LECTION

Emotional Sensitivity

There’s never been a better time to
Age of Imperfection
be yourself.
EXP R ESSION
READ MORE >
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Shape Your Identity
Beta-Mindset
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METER UX
EXPRES S ION

EXPRES S ION

Beta-Mindset

ME

Aspire NOT to be ‘perfect’, but rather
to explore, learn, and grow.

A new generation of austerity-hardened
consumers value fallibility, vulnerability
and real human emotion over the idealized promise of a perfect life. Imperfections are increasingly cherished and
stereotypes are dismantled, as consumers
demand more diverse and inclusive
interactions.

Age of Imperfection
Aspire NOT to be ‘perfect’, but rather
to explore, learn, and grow.
READ MORE >

READ MORE >

Make it happen.
Realizing there is no perfect
success on their own terms and

REAL WORLD EXAMPLE:

‘I jiggle, therefore I am’:
This Girl Can ad empowers
women.
Sport England recently launched a
campaign for women called
This Girl Can after research indicated that 2 million fewer women
exercise in the UK than men. The
campaign is a celebration of active
women everywhere who are doing
their thing no matter how well
they do it, how they look or even
how sweaty they get. It seeks to

How might PD+D be empowered
by the “fail fast, fail often”
approach?

ADDITIONAL
WORKS

AC T I V E P L AY
S T R AT E G Y

0 1_S U M ME R D ESTI N ATI ON
C AT E G O R Y

DESCRIPTION

Summer Seasonal

Developed a dynamic summer destination using
ideas, experience, and product to build guest
love & cultivate lasting summer memories. Designed fun ways to amp up summer with solution-oriented and playful products. Partnered
with marketing, visual merchandising, store design, and pd+d to design summer products and
experiences across all key touchpoints.

SKILLS
Strategy, Experience,
Product Design

M O R E D E TA I L S
SMS Poptimism_Concept
6.21.16.pdf

GUEST
EXPERIENCE
Visualized store engagement spaces and product
stories that help Guests
with ideas, activities, and
products that foster connection and play in-store and
in their yard. Developed a
product strategy that delivers complete solutions for
key summer activities.

in-store experience
In Target’s world, “Poptimism” comes alive when warm and cool collide. It’s about embracing pop culture
with a sense of inventiveness and optimism. It’s how we communicate with our guest- always with a sense
of joy, with a wink, and in color.

ENGAGEMENT SPACES + FOCAL FIXTURES
- Front picnic table has oversized icon pool floats hanging above
it similar to the beach ball image below.
- The bookcase fixture has graphic billboards mixed with
merchandisable space for outdoor play product.
- The ball bin mimics an oversized toy dispenser (similar height to
bookcase fixture)

guest experience

In Target’s world, “Poptimism” comes alive when warm and cool collide. It’s about embracing pop culture
with a sense of inventiveness and optimism. It’s how we communicate with our guest- always with a sense
of joy, with a wink, and in color.

INVITE PLAY

MERCHANDISE BY ACTIVITY

How can we make mini-seasonal a mega-fun zone all summer
long? Tap Guests and tell their summer stories with a fun photobooth in-store. Make it an interactive experience using product
as signage, playful displays, and engagment spaces. Offer fun
ways to amp up your summer with all of the products.

Assortments and merchandising focused on key summer
activities with everything you need to take a standard event and
turn it into a memorable experience. Merchandise like a Pintrest
board bringing product together. Food, product, recipes & idea
cards you can take with you or have sent directly to your mobile
device.

product stories + solutions

BOOKCASE
FIXTURE WITH POP
ART BILLBOARDS &
PRODUCT

PLAY BALL
DISPENSER

In Target’s world, “Poptimism” comes alive when warm and cool collide. It’s about embracing pop culture
with a sense of inventiveness and optimism. It’s how we communicate with our guest- always with a sense
of joy, with a wink, and in color.

BACKYARD GAMES + ADVENTURE

From daytime to nightime help our Guests check off their
summer bucket list and create memories.

PICNIC TABLE
WITH PRODUCT
DISPLAYS
S’MORES FOCAL

BEV TUBS FILLED
WITH BIN ITEMS

DO GOOD
Doing good for kids and communities through food. Ice Cream
cart roaming the store with music giving away popsicles and
other Target branded wellness pops. The proceeds from the
concepts below would go to benefit those in need & strengthen
communities.

SUN | SAND | SURF
Help our Guests get to the fun faster and stay longer with
tips, tricks and all the goodies.

COLD TREATS
FOCAL

CELEBRATE + ENTERTAIN
Create an entertaining and celebration destination, with
everything Guests need for the backyard BBQ, family
reunion, or the big bang boom.

0 2_M i a R E TAI L EXP ERI ENCE

TRANSACTING
S PAC E S

FIXTURES

Modified Crates

Entry Salon

CLIENT

DESCRIPTION

Minneapolis Institute of Art

Established the Mia as a leading retail destination by extending the impact of the Italian Fashion exhibit with an engaging retail experience.
Collaborated with the team to develop a series
of modular spaces that disrupt the typical museum visit with striking displays and hands-on
interactions.

SKILLS
Storytelling, Experience

M O R E D E TA I L S
Project Glamour CONCEPT DECK.pdf

The space just outside the exhibit creates an environment
that bridges the actual show
and retail. The focus here is
books & media with a direct
tie into the show.

Best of Italian
Design

Iconic Italian brands and
products both new & old are
treated like pieces of art and
an extension of the exhibit.

Make Your Mark

Make Your Mark

Ignite the creative passion in
both young and old with an
interactive space to highlight
the craft of fashion and the
arts.

DESIG N BAR

ENGAGEMENT
S PAC E S
Lobby “Ciao”

A dramatic first impression
that signals the arrival of the
Italian experience with striking place making elements of
fashion, industrial design and
signage.

Rotunda

Mannequins cloaked in vintage fashion act as a way-finding mechanism that breaks
the boundaries of the exhibit.

Make Your Mark
DIY Kits

$-$$
Jewelry and printing kits have the
essential set of tools for anyone
looking to transform the ordinary
into something extraordinary.
brit.co
lumi.co

Artist Edition Prints & Book
Covers

$$-$$$
DIY Printing Kits have the essential set of tools for anyone looking
to transform the ordinary into
something extraordinary.
xxx.com

Print All Over Me (collab)

Paparazzi

Capture the moment with
selfie photo backdrop environment that mimics just stepped
off the runway in Milan.

Artisan Craft Tool Kits

$-$$
DIY starter sets for leather craft,
paper craft, painting, knit & crochet, sewing, jewelry, and more.
whimseybox.com/shop
merchantandmills.com

materials

$
Fabric-covered sketch books,
sewing kits, fabric sheers, and
drawing pencils
merchantandmills.com

Adorn

$-$$

sive prints based on the exhibit
customers can interact with and
order online.

-

$
Book of DIY fashion projects
www.webaddress.com

printallover.me

-

on-site. Partner with Shapeways
or the local Hack Factory for 3D
printing services.
tcmaker.org
shapeways.com
n-e-r-v-o-u-s.com

@2sisters_angie

Mom & daughter duo create elaborate dresses out of paper and
tape. Partner to make dresses
supplies to create your own.
fashionbymayhem.com

Fashion Designer Kit

$
Item Descriptions here Lorem Ipssum Dolor Vit Item Descriptions
here Lorem Ipssum Dolor Vit Item
Descriptions here Lorem Ipssum
Dolor Vit
www.webaddress.com

Fashion Illustration Materials

$
Item Descriptions here Lorem Ipssum Dolor Vit Item Descriptions
here Lorem Ipssum Dolor Vit Item
Descriptions here Lorem Ipssum
Dolor Vit
www.webaddress.com

Shapeways (collab)
$-$$

#FASHIONBYMAYHEM

Wool and the Gang

The Fashion Coloring Book

woolandthegang.com

www.webaddress.com

$-$$
Wool and the Gang’s beautiful
fashion knitwear kits include all
the materials and the pattern to
make their own sweater, scarf,
hat, tie, clutch and more.

$
Item Descriptions here Lorem Ipssum Dolor Vit Item Descriptions
here Lorem Ipssum Dolor Vit Item
Descriptions here Lorem Ipssum
Dolor Vit

C O N S U M E R AT T I T U D E S

BE INSPIRED

PD+D Trend

SKILLS
Research, Storytelling, UX

M O R E D E TA I L S
https://invis.io/
TR5HK3QN2#/125789084_
SS2017_CONSUMER_ATTITUDES

GET ENGAGED

DESCRIPTION

GET ENGAGED

Real world examples and
opportunities for your buisness.
Led biannual insight-focused macro trend analy-

EscapismM E
Moments, Not Minutes

R E F L E CT
I O N W E and
Real world
examples
opportunities for your buisness.

Emotional Sensitivity

Age of Imperfection

ME

EXPRESSION

Shape Your Identity
Beta-Mindset
THE

sis combining strategic vision, consumer trends,
& industry innovation. Facilitated group dialogue
MAKE IT HAPPEN
to gain insight to team needs and reframed how
Be one of the doers, shapers and Immersive Nature
Built to Adapt
PD+D might engage with trends and bring them possible makers.
Sophisticated
Sustainability
to life. Launched SS2017 Consumer Attitudes
App, empowering individuals to take the trends
Nomadic Mobility
G E T S TA R T E D
Encounter Culture
into their own hands and fuel conversation.
Global Citizenship

WORLD

MAKE IT HAPPEN
Be one of the doers, shapers and
possible makers.T H E
PR E SE RVATIO N

WORLD

G E T NS T A R T E D
E XPLO R ATIO

Asp
to ex

READ MORE >
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Be Inspired - Get Engaged Make It Happen

Trends creating new consumer
Trends creating new consumer
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O R K and expectations.
needs, wants, and expectations.
needs,
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BE INSPIRED

Be Inspired - Get Engaged Make It Happen

Aspire NOT to be ‘perfect’, but rather
to explore,
C O Nlearn,
S U M Eand
R Agrow.
TTITUDES

WE

Outward Expression

O

Individuals take a mental pause to
create a more purposeful life and
ME
express themselves in new hyperindividualized ways. Realizing
W Ethere is
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Caring Community
Access Over Ownership

COEX
T HI ST
E

Homegrown

WORLD

CO - C R EAT E

For the People,
Escapism
By the People
Moments,
Not
Minutes
Radical
Openness
Emotional Sensitivity

Shape Your Identity

REFLECTI ON

R

There’s never been a better time to
Age of Imperfection
be yourself.
EXPRESSI ON

The
be yE

READ MORE >

REA

Shape Your Identity
Beta-Mindset
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C O N S U M E R AT T I T U D E S

BE INSPIRED
Trends creating new consumer
needs, wants, and expectations.

GET ENGAGED

Be Inspired - Get Engaged Make It Happen

Be one of the doers, shapers and
possible makers.
G E T S TA R T E D

READ MORE >

ME

ME

Outward Expression
ME
WE

Real world examples and
opportunities for your buisness.

MAKE IT HAPPEN

Aspire NOT to be ‘perfect’, but rather
EX PR ES S I O N
to explore, learn, and grow.

THE
WORLD

Individuals take a mental pause to
create a more purposeful life and
express themselves in new hyperindividualized ways. Realizing there is
no perfect destination, consumers are
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to beYour
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butNot
rather
Moments,
Minutes
Shape
Identity
Emotional Sensitivity
to explore,
learn, and grow.
REFLECTION
There’s never been a better time to
R Ebe
A Dyourself.
MORE >
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Age of Imperfection

MMEE

Aspire NOT to be ‘perfect’, but rather
to explore, learn, and grow.
A new generation of austerity-hardened
consumers value fallibility, vulnerability
and real human emotion over the idealized promise of a perfect life. Imperfections are increasingly cherished and
stereotypes are dismantled, as consumers
demand more diverse and inclusive
interactions.

Age of Imperfection

REAL WORLD EXAMPLE:

Aspire
NOT
to be ‘perfect’,
‘I jiggle,
therefore
I am’: but rather
to
explore,
learn,
grow.
This
Girl Can
ad and
empowers
women.
READ MORE >

Sport England recently launched a
campaign for women called
This Girl Can after research indicated that 2 million fewer women
exercise in the UK than men. The
campaign is a celebration of active
women everywhere who are doing
their thing no matter how well
they do it, how they look or even
how sweaty they get. It seeks to

ESSIO
EXEX
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ESSIO
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MMEE
Age
of Imperfection
Beta-Mindset
Aspire NOT to be ‘perfect’, but rather
to explore, learn, and grow.
A new generation of austerity-hardened
consumers value fallibility, vulnerability
and real human emotion over the idealized promise of a perfect life. Imperfections are increasingly cherished and
stereotypes are dismantled, as consumers
demand more
and inclusive
Realizing
therediverse
is no perfect
interactions.

READ MORE >
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Make it happen.
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REAL WORLD EXAMPLE:

‘I jiggle, therefore I am’:
HowThis
might
PD+D
beempowers
empowered
Girl
Can ad
by the
“fail fast, fail often”
women.
approach?
Sport England recently launched a

campaign for women called
This Girl Can after research indicated that 2 million fewer women
exercise in the UK than men. The
campaign is a celebration of active
women everywhere who are doing
their thing no matter how well
they do it, how they look or even
how sweaty they get. It seeks to
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0 4_PAR KING METER UX
DESCRIPTION

UMN DES3131 UX Design

Redesigned MSP Parking Kiosks to create an efficient parking experience. Simplified the overly complex interaction, developed an interface
that reflects a logical order of operations, and
created a more seamless transaction. Explored
various approaches to the flow and interaction
to ensure communication is intuitive and feedback provided appropriate confirmation.

SKILLS
UX, Rapid Proto, Research

M O R E D E TA I L S
Parking_Meter_Presentation.pdf

1

INSTRUCTIONS

1

SCREEN

2
3
4

2

KEY PAD

TIME
MAX TIME

5
6

40-415

COURSE

x

OK

7

+

ADD TIME

-

DELETE TIME

PAYMENT

3

4

8
memorize number
locate pay station
read instructions
enter space number
conﬁrm with enter
insert payment - card/coin
card - add amount
validate amount with time on screen
conﬁrm with enter
print receipt
take receipt

RECEIPT

5

METHODOLOGY
•
•
•
•
•

Fly-on-the-wall Observation
Preliminary ideation: card sorting, user
journeys, sketches
Test & iterate with paper prototypes:
A/B Test, Contextual Inquiry
High-fidelity interface design and
development
Interface usability testing

0 5_AC TIV E PL AY STRAT EGY
C AT E G O R Y

DESCRIPTION

Sporting Goods

Teamed up with Guest Insights to conduct inhome interviews and shopalongs to understand
how Target grow sporting goods by providing
the right solutions for active families. Utilized
design thinking methodologies to uncover business opportunities and develop an ownable
active families positioning for Sporting Goods
aligned to guest needs and macro trends.

SKILLS
Research, Strategy,
Faciliation, Visualization

M O R E D E TA I L S
Active Play Presentation.pdf

We can talk without distractions
when we are outside. No one
is looking at a screen and we
actually have conversations.

DEEPEN
ENGAGEMENT
Fostered innovative thinking by facilitating a crossfunctional brainstorm at
the annual Sporting Goods
Strategic Planning Meeting
and visualized concepts to
move insights to action.

A QUICK RECAP >

Outside is where we are
making memories together

play more together
INSIGHTS

Mom of 3 yo girl & 6 yo boy

A LITTLE ACTIVE
EVERYDAY

Mom of 4 & 9 yo girls, 7 yo boy

families crave close-to-home
adventure, but lack ideas

FEAR OF THE GEAR

PLAY, NOT PRACTICE

starting a new activity is exciting,
but intimidating

kids need time to just be kids, but
playtime is directed & sedentary

OPPORTUNITIES

I don’t know what to buy for baseball. I
played soccer growing up. I didn’t play
baseball. I would want him to have a
mask to protect his face. Do they wear
masks in baseball? I would go somewhere where they can help me.
Mom of 7 yo boy

MAKE GEARING UP
FUN SO STARTING IS
LESS STRESSFUL

PUT INSPIRATION
WITHIN REACH

RECLAIM RECESS
& CULTIVATE
SPONTANEOUS FUN

APPROACH

•

Keep them playing all year long by
providing new ways to stay active.

Join the conversation & be the
trusted friend with approachable
advice.

•

Fuel discovery with style and
newness.

Alleviate the burden of logistics so
people can enjoy the experience.

•

Equip families with essential gear
and low investment ways to get
them started.

•

Lead them to new activities based
on what they’re already interested in.

•
•

+

•

Infuse playtime into the shopping
experience.

•

Rally around the unsporty sports
and fun for the sake of fun.

•

Provide easy ways to share
experiences and play with friends
and family.

A DDITIO NAL WORKS

UMN TOY DESIGN INSTRUCTOR
Facilitated weekly hands-on project-based learning using toys as a medium to teach
design methods, tools, and techniques. Guided an interdisciplinary team of six students
to design and prototype new STEM toy concepts. This course is an introduction to the
product design process with a focus on designing for play.

ESSENTIALS BRAND EXHIBIT
Built an experiential venue for conceptual business growth & stretch ideas in key Essentials categories. Applied a human-centered approach to the space, bringing the experience to life through consumer language and storytelling. This exhibit space functions as
a living, breathing vessel for new concept/brand exploration, display and various leadership walkthroughs.

NURSING SOLUTIONS

TECH ACCESSORIES

Explored an ecosystem of baby products
that fulfill deeply unmet Guest needs. Integrated nation-wide and in-house guest
research across exploration, refinement,
and validation to develop industry leading
breast milk storage solutions that address
key needs of nursing moms: accuracy,
transfer, and storage.

Collaborated with key vendor partners to
extend Target’s reputation as a style destination into electronics categories by growing the fashion tech accessories business.
Created a style framework and designed
exclusive product to guide electronics
merchants deliver a trend-right product assortment.

KID MADE MODERN LAUNCH

KITCHEN TOOLS & GADGETS

Partnered with Todd Oldham to bring his
creative vision for KMM to life by managing
product quality and costing expectations.
Facilitated user testing to inform product
updates and identify future opportunities.
Researched market trends and play patterns to aid external design partners in future development.

Piloted a peer-partner design approach to
co-create a unified RE kitchen tools collection. Developed a vocabulary of simplified,
softened forms with clean lines to connect
existing items and new must-have items.
Collectively designed an assortment that
embodies the RE brand and delivers functional and affordable kitchen solutions.

